
No carbon offset or 
trading needed!

Coir, Carbon 
and Sustainability

80,000 to 100,000 coconuts, picked and processed by hand, which 
have grown and sequestered CO2, fills one container of highly 
compressed coir fibre (a by-product of the coconut industry)

Efficient use of a by-product 

We source our coir fibre from 
fully traceable organically 

managed plantations, which are 
both sustainably and ethically 

managed

We can make up to 3700m of 
coir rolls from only one 

container of highly compressed 
coir fibre

This is 80-90% more efficient 
than shipping “ready made-up
Coir Rolls”, where most of the 

shipping container is air. 

Investing in technology
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 How many metres of 
Coir Roll would come 
from a competitor’s 

container

How many metres of 
Coir Roll would come 
from a Salix container

Salix have invested significantly in equipment to 
“unpack” the compressed coir fibre in the UK (we are 
the only company in the UK who can do this). 
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In summary, the coconuts & wetland 
plants take up significantly more CO2 
than the shipping and manufacturing 
process takes up. 

#Sustainable Development

Some international trade is good for 
everybody involved and the planet!

All of which have a wide range of local 
sustainability issues and none of which 
have proved suitable in the applications 
where coir fibre is currently used. 

Simple! 

We have also tested UK produced natural fibres independently 
and in conjunction with several universities including:

Flax, hemp, straw, wool, miscanthus, 
fibre from rush and reeds, Molinia grass fibre.

Locally Sourced Alternatives

* based on 300mm diameter coir rolls

Wetlands are highly efficient at absorbing CO2

We then manufacture the coir rolls in the UK from the 
compressed fibre (supported by a 50kW Solar PV array) 
and plant up our coir rolls & pallets in wetland beds 
for 1-2 years (800,000 plants currently growing in our
rolls & pallets at our 26 acre wetland nursery). 
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For every one of our containers our competitors
have to ship up to 6 times the amount!

salixrw.com

We are continuing to fund ongoing research into the suitability of 
UK produced natural fibres and have recently launched the first
UK-manufactured hydro seeding mulch, which is produced from 
natural fibres and end of life natural fibres all sourced here in the UK  
terraffix.co.uk/


